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Ls Torre, San Jose State yearbook, Is on sale now In the Student Affairs business office and
an front of the Spartan book More fur sfi.rai.
"Only 2100 copies were printed this year," said George Mead (MN, La Torn- publicity mansgrr.
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41,00

-Music Festival Boasts
Original Compositions
Ti)ttnpablislmJ1 niusie
MUMI la
composition.s will be performed by
San Jose State music groups at
the third annual Contemporary
Music festival in Concert Hall

One Will Be Queen

1957 to provide an opportunity for
unpublished works to be performed and to promote Music compositions for high school and college music groups.
Dr. Gibson Walters, professor of
music, will direct the orchestra
performance, and William Erlendson, professor of music, will conduct the choral groups. Clement
Hutchinson, assistant professor of
music, will direct woodwinds, and
Eugene Sterling, graduate student,
will be in charge of the brass ensemble.

today.
Compositions for the all -day
prognirn will be presented by band,
orchestra, choral and chamber ensemble groups. The festival is
open to the public without charge.
The hand, under the direction
of Dr. Robert Hare, associate professor (if music, will perform at
10:30 this morning. Opening the
afternisin program will be presentation (if chamber music at ,1:30,
orchestra compositions at 2:30 and
choir music at 3:30. The festival
will close at 4:30.
COMPOSERS’ FORUM
Visiting composers took part in
a composers’ forum today, moderated by Thomas Ryan, professor
of music. at 9:30 a.m.
Among the composers attending
the festival are Halsey Stevens,
University of Southern California; George Perle and Larry Austin. University of California, Davis
campus; George McKay, University of Washington; Ira Schwarz,
lowa; Phillip Browne, Arizona;
Lowell McCann, Ilartnell College;
Joseph Liikewitz, Illinois; John
Smith, California; Sydney Hodkinson, University of Virginia, and
Roger Nixon, Modesto junior college.
The festival was established in

TASC, temporarily recognized
student political party, will sponsor a rally Monday at 11:10 a.m.
in Morris Dailey auditorium, explaining the proposition on Tuesday’s ballot in support of southern
"sit-ins."
The proposition reads: "We, the
students of San Jose State College, hereby indicate sympathy and
support for our fellow students in
the South, in their peaceful attempts to obtain their rightful
civil liberties. We give our specific
encouragement to their non-violent
demonstrations to gain equal service at public lunch counters."
The ballot asks for a yes or no
vote.
Dr. Mervyn L. Cadwallader, assistant professor of sociology, and
Dr. Ruth Lavare, assistant professor of English, will speak in support of the proposition.

Reps To Discuss
Insurance Careers

Fifteen representatives from
insurance firms will he on campus
today conducting interviews and
holding a panel discussion with students for the Careers In Insurance
day.
The event Ls co-sponsored by the
SJS Placement Service, Real Estate and Insurance department.
and Real Estate and Insurance
club.
Student interviews will be held
at the outer quad from 10:30 to
11:30 this morning and again from
2 to 4:45 this afternoon.
A panel discussion on career opportunities in the insurance field
will be held in S142 at 11:30 a.m.
Neil G. Sullivan, placement assodate, said all interested students,
regardless of major, are invited to
attend,

QUEEN HOPEFULSSome of the candidates for Junior prom
queen are, front row, Marylin Pasco, Lynne Wallace, Pat Cathcart;
back row, Arlene Werner, Andrea Larkcom, Ruth Long. Jan Corda

Junior Prom To Feature
Queen Selection, Dancing
Del (_’outiney’s dance hand utll
provide the music for tomorrow
night’s Junior porn in the Mural
room of the St. Francis hotel in
San Francisco from 9 until 1.
The event is open to all students, and dress is dark suits and
cocktail dresses.
Bids are available for $2.75 in
front of the cafeteria or in student
affairs business office, TH16.
The highlight of the evening
will be selection of a queen from a
field of 14 candidates sponsored
by sororities and living groups.
Each couple attending the dance
will be allowed two votes.
According to junior class vice
president Larry Swenson, there
will be plenty of room in the spa cious Mural room because it can
accommodate 700 people. Over 500
are expected to attend.
During the week the junior class
sponsored a car caravan around
the campus in order to let everyone get a good look at the queen
candidates who were perched atop
the back seats of the convertibles
and sports cars.
The queen candidates and their
sponsors are: Nancy 13ut tram, Del -

Ichoo!ing Essential ...’

Instructors in Soledad School
Describe It as ’Like Any Other’
\\IN, II hris
..ential
’ of the men at Solelad stale prison -- so say three
!cachets :OM attending SJS evenclasses. They are part of the
!acuity of 25 which daily teaches
MO students in the prison.
Orval Hillman, O’Neal Hayes
and their superviser,
Delbert Pa Ore three of the seven Soledad
teachers s Itli tisivel to
SJS once a
week foe ilasses
to complete cre’’
requirements.
,..king for the three, Mr. Pa- lescribrs1 the academic
loratram of the
prison as "the same
sehool, except for lora()CATION EDUCATION
gate department of correcAtionets with the school (Hs,
..f nearby Salinas to train
";lamm for prison schools. The
state also
runs a vocational dera.rtment in addition to the adult.crhool. In Soledad there are
’..as for vocational education.
to Mr. Paben, the
are run on a strictly voluni,isis with grades 1 through

12 culminating in regular high
school graduation. Their high
school graduates must satisfy the
same requirements as adult graduates from public high schools.
CLASS PLACEMENT
Men desiring to attend the classes are sent through a guidance
center where they are placed in
grades according to the results of
the California Achievement tests.
Classes are held for a half day.
then the students take vocational
training or complete their work
assignments. The school year is
220 days long, containing three
tri-mesters.
MEN LEARN FAST
"Men can make three grade
levels in a calendar year," Mr.
Paben commented. so that the 12
grades of schooling actually takes
a much shorter time than 12 years.
He said that they have about
100 students in the elementary
grades, 11 through 41 with a few
waiting to get in. They are taught
social studies, arithmetic and reading.
TEACHING METHODS;
’’The same methods are used in

Housing Rule Lively New Revelries
Discussion
rays
I Again Tonight
Set Monday
Necessity and effect of the new
[lousing rule for next fall will be
discussed by Robert L. Baron,
tmusing coordinator, Monday in
C11240 at 7:30 p.m.
A rule that all unmarried students under 21 must live in campus approved housing or dorms
was placed into effect earlier this
year.
The meeting, open to all interested students, will explain adequate housing and its effect in relationship to student success.
"There is a direct correlation between the type of accommodations
and academic success," Mr. Baron
said.
Mr. Baron was formerly assistant to the dean of men before
assuming the position as housing
coordinator in January.
A question and answer period
will follow the talk.

TASC Plans
’Sit-in’ Rally

CSTA Council
Meets Today
State dues increase, national
representation and scholarship
plans will he key issues facing the
23rd annual Executive Council
meeting of CSTA (California Student Teachers assn.) today and
;roomy: at Burlingame.
Among the representatives from
all over the state will be SJS
Inner Pres Kenneth Prusso and
xa other official delegates.
Also on the agenda for the meet
.s the eleetion of new officers and
Ito adoption of the organization’s
new name SCTA (Student-Califrrnia Teachers assn.) effective
today.
Gary Wilson, SJS junior mathematics major, is running for vice
President. He is co-chairman of an
elacatinnal goup active in the
rate
Although chapters have official
delegates fixed in number, state
Ft’s. James Relph reminds memben that any number of unofficial
non-votine members may attend.
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teaching at the pi i.on as Are used
In public schools," Mr. Paben continued. "Anti most of the teachers
are verSatile, teaching both in upper and lower grades and a variety
of subjects."
"All these teachers are men,"
Mr. Paben said. "There are few
exceptions. He added that the
teachers must fulfill the same requirements as teachers in other
systems. They must have worked
one year in a city system in order
to be granted tenure.
’MATCH ANY IN STATE’
"Our faculty would match with
any other in the state," Mr. Pa hen commented. He said that the
faculty takes part in the system
of the Salinas district and participates in the program.
In closing, Mr. Paben suggested
that a trip to see the educational
facilities "would be a good project
for sociological classes." Ile indicated that tours are available
through civic groups and other
organizations. They must be arranged with the Stiledad superintendent of instruction, A. Dal Fevero.

to Zeta; Sue Perry, Kappa 1)elta;
Andrea Larkcom, Chi Omega; Jan
Corda, Gamma Phi Beta; Pat
Cathcart, Alpha Chi Omega; Ruth
Long, Kappa Alpha Theta; Joan
’Matteson, Alpha Phi,
Judy Roberts. Delta Gamma;
Marilyn Pesco, Phi Mu; Lynne
Wallace, Kappa Kappa Gamma:
Sharon Coma, Alpha Omicron Pi:
Arlene Warner, Sigma Kappa;
Mary Jo Chapman. Florence Hall,
and Jan Anderson, Wendy Glen.

Beaux Arts Costume
Dance Is Tomorrow
The annual cost wned Beaux
Arts Ball sponsored by Alpha
Gamma, social art fraternity,
will be held at Lou’s Village,
1465 W. San Carlos, beginning
at 9 p.m. tomorrow.
Costumes are required and
prizes will be awarded for the
best costumes worn by a faculty member and by a student.
Dance music will be provided by
Promo and his Jazz critics.
Ball bids are on sale for $2.50
and may be obtained at the Student Affairs Business office, TH16, from Alpha Gamma members
or at a booth in the Art building.

Dr. Tansey, Health Department
To Present KNTV Program 5
1110 fourth programs in two television presentations emanating
from San Jose State to KNTV,
Channel 11, will be presented tomorrow and Sunday.
Dr. Richard G. Tansey. professor
of art, will discuss "Meaning in
Art," in the "Perspective" series.
The program, under the direction
of the Speech and Drama department, will he presented tomorrow
at 2:30 p.m.
ITV SHOW
The Health and Hygiene department, in conjunction with the Palo
Alto Cancer Research center and
Cancer society, will present "Cancer and You" in the Instructional
Television series, the second of the
two weekend shows.
"Cancer and You" will be presented at 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Dr. Tansey will illustrate his
talk with reproductions of Renaissance, Baroque and Gothic architecture and painting. The program,
according to Dr. Tansey, is designed to show that art is not "the
exclusive property of museums."
STUDENT-STAFFED
"Meaning in Art" will be produced by Frank McCann and directed by Bob George. Both are
SJS radio-television students.
Cancer and You" show will
’

Summer Session
Bulletins Ready
Applications to register for SJS
summer sessions are available in
the summer sessions office,
Adm 144.
Summer session bulletins containing the application fom have
been sent all over the country, but
students on campus customarily
are given first chance at applications, said Joe It. West, dean of
educational services and the summer sessions.
Up to 10 units of Credit may be
earned in the two sessions. June
27 -Aug. 5 and Aug. 8-Sept. 2.

who puts over the Lund-Papson
songs with a professional touch ,
and does one of the better acting
A melodically alive and lavish
jobs in the show.
1960 Revelries, "Innocence and Insolence," while bogged down in a
Male lead, Lee Wolfram, howso-so script and story, nevertheless ever, fails to measure up in either
managed to put on a surprisingly acting or singing and appears
professional all-student show last through most of the show stiff
night- -for an all-student showin and without authority.
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Good acting medals can go to
With solid musical numbers Diane Hunt, Norman Deter, and
picking the show up all the way Linda Gadberry.
and eye-pleasing sets by Ralph
Harvey Block, as the male lead
F’etterly, "Innocence and Insolence," written by Bruce Reeves, in the show within a show, is
sometimes good, other times less
at times sparkled.
than good. He is at his best doing
Responsible for the tuneful num- a duet with Miss Peters in the
bers was Nancy Lund, assisted by title song. Mari -Lyn Henry is cast
Don Papson and Bruce Stinnet, in two femme fatale roles.
who composed the 11 songs, and
Many excellent touches underPapson’s worthwhile lyrics comscore the show, best of which inbined to highlight the show, directclude a torch song, ’That Man I
ed by Diane Hunt.
Met." Miss Hunt is a multi -talentUnfortunately some of the act- ed woman who has no trouble
ing and singing and most of the whether acting, singing, or directscript didn’t approach the success ing.
,,f the music, which completely
Rich Safina, in charge of light.’passed recent years for proles- ing, has mastered a difficult probml quality.
lem of illuminating two sets at
By GERALD NAi Stir
Drains Editor

SN

Best in the show were "Sanga..e", a Latin-American number;
Diana," a ballad; "That Man I
Met," a torch song; "Innocence
and Insolence," and "So In Love."

once, and does the tricky job
smoothly.

Music, while lacking in instruments, had to make do with a
double piano and drums, in what
According to advance releases, easily could base exploded into
"Innocence and Insolence" is sup- fully orchestrated numbers.
posed to be a "spoof of 1930 muAs it turned out, the lavish numsicals."
bers are a little shaky and fail to

A spoof, however, must be no- supply the needed en,
ticeable to be appreciated and sue
cessful. "Innocence," while it had
all the trite qualities and story of
a 1930 musical. nevertheless. Just
seemed like tired writing instea.l
of clever satire.
the
Friday flicks. spun,
:
Reeves’ script also fell into some
senior class, a-ill resume tonight
familiar grooves where dialogue
with a showing of "Ten Thouwas concerned, and the ending was
sand Bedrooms" in Morris Daiit little hazy.
ley auditorium at 7:30. AdmisRegardless of these inherent dif- sion is 25 cents.
Dean Martin, Anna Marie Alficulties, the 50-member cast put
on what may prove to be a cour- berghetti and Walter Siezak star
ageous show -if low sales write in "Bedrooms," the story of a
the 31 -year-old college musical’s young American capitalist t MartinI on a hotel -buying spree who
obituary.
stops in Rome and can’t decide
"Innocence and Insolence" re - which one of four sisters to
turns again tonight at 8:30 and
again tomorrow evening. Tickets
may be purchased at a booth outside the bookstore or at the door

;
the meaning, diog, .,
treatment, causes, effects and research of cancer. Greatest emphasis will be on lung cancer.
The cancer program, one in a
series of ITV presentitions, also
was broadcast over closed-circuit
television earlier today and yesterRest in the singing departmen
day.
are Pam Peters, the Young Thing

world wire
CHRISTOPHER PROPOSES LARGER COUNTY
SAN FRANCISCO I UPI t --Five San Mateo County communities
have been invited to join San Francisco in forming "one big, strong
county."
The invitation was issued Wednesday by San Francisco Mayor
George Christopher at an informal conference with officials from
Daly City, Colma, Pacifica, South San Francisco and San Bruno.
"I think the time has come when San Francisco’s muscle and
your potential muscle should all be put together into one big, strong
county," Christopher said.
He said the communities could remain separate cities with
their own "political prestige and political entity." However, they
would be part of San Francsco County rather than San Mateo
County.
"There’s not a thing we want from you," Christopher said. "I’m
not even sure that the voters of San Francisco would approve."
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATRS DECLINE RELIGION
WASHINGTON (UPI -Senators John F. Kennedy and Hubert
H. Humphrey both asserted yesterday that they want no votes based
on religious affiliation in their bid for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
The two presidential aspirants, opponents in the Wisconsin primary April 5 and again in West Virginia May 10, both addressed
the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
A third announced Democratic candidate, Sen. Stuart Symington of Missouri, also addressed the ASNE. He again described the
primaries as an unsuitable way to seek a presidential nomination
and attacked the Eisenhower administration for what he called an
"obsession" that this nation can build strength in one field only at
the expense of another.
COMMIES IN ANTI -REFUGEE MOVE
BERLIN I UPI) Communist police entered West Berlin yesterday and tried to impose anti -refugee control on elevated railways
in the allied areas. They fled back across the Iron Curtain when
West German police showed up.
The move was part of a desperate Communist effort to halt
a sudden mass flight of refugees from the Soviet occupation zone.
The elevated railway, under four-power occupation statutes, is
run by the Communists. But this was the first time in two years
they had tried to carry out controls on West Berlin stations. Today
they questioned travelers and searched their luggage.

Friday Flicks
Fetes ’Bedrooms’

Man Takes Lead
In ’Gams’ Contest

bar;
Man
again in tile "me..
legs
on campus" race.
Yesterday contributions in the
sophomore class’ "Gorgeous Gams"
contest placed Hansel, the boxer
dog, in fifth place for the title.
Hansel was leading in the first day
of the contest which opened Wed nesday.
Kappa Kappa Gamma’s Bob
Brooks leads with $11.41 in contri}anions with Chi Omega’s Rocky
Plumley and Sigma Phi’s James
Kurtz following second and third.
Voting will close today at 2:30
p.m. in the Outer Quad.
A total of $49.17 was collected
at the close of the second day,

-

-

It is a wise Father that
knows his own child, and
is a wise manager who knows
his own bank account.
When you open an R/A
Super Charge (with just a
Req. Card) you become
your own credit manager.
There: no down payment
and the monthly payments
are so minimum you won’t
even notice them (well,
almost). Open one now.

ATKINS
FIrst at Santa Clara wocj
’
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Thrust and Parry
student government entirely;
then we can sit back and wait
for the screaming to start when
the administration takes over
completely.
JEAN PETERSON
ASB 8695

’Why Not Abolish
Student Government?’
EDITOR: Instead of having
the students vote on the proposed ASB constitution, why not
have them bote on whether or
not they want a student government at all?
If they don’t, there’s not much
sense in trying to give a neu
framework to a dead institution.
Why should a handful of interested students continue to give
their time and ability in the interests of thousands who "couldn’t care less"except when occasionally aroused to criticize
the actions of a student government which does what little it
can in the face of disinterest and
sheer laziness on the part of
those whom it attempts to serve.
We might just as well abolish

THE

Newman Club Sets
Semi -Formal Dance
Nem. inaii (..lub annual spring
formal will be held tomorrow
night at Havenly Foods, Bayshore
highway and Julian at, Bids, $2.50
per couple, are available at Newman hall.
"Orchids in the Moonlight" is
the theme of the semi -formal
dance. Dancing to the music of
Harry Hooper will be from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.

Serknum
HOUSE

"K" CLUB

OF FLOWERS

365 E. Julian
=

APPEARING FRI.
SAT,
APRIL 22 23, 29 30
THE
SMOTHERS

CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
10th & Santa Clara
CY2-0462

BROS.

Glee Clubs
To Perform
At Saratoga

Gerald Nachman,
BOY REPORTER
.11=KollMeni

Know your candidate!
THIS IS the year my voting eligibility begins
and so T have simply been devouring all available
magazine articles about the various candidates.
I recognize there are certain definite factors to be considered
before I scratch my "X" on a ballot.
First of all, the bank account of every man must be gone over
before anything else- is studied. Several magazines and newspaper
stories have played up the fact that most of the candidates are millionaires.
I think this is an important factor in the democratic process;
since we are the most wealthy nation I think our president should
be a representative citizen, don’t you? If there’s one thing we DON’T
want in the White House it’s a middle-income chief executive.
I suggest a part of the oath for presidency be alto-red to include
a simple statement to the effect that the president be solvent.
I certainly don’t want a man elected president who can’t go to
all the nice places with DeGaulle, Macmillan and Khrushchev when
they visit Geneva.
NEXT, I want my candidate to have a First Lady who will
show up well at White House luncheons, in Washington society and
in half-tone reproductions.
What sort of a country will other nations think we have if
same president gets in who has a dog for a wife? Luckily we have
always elected a man with pretty good taste in women.
Sen. Kennedy is the sly one here. If you’ve seen his wife then
,iita know the old rascal has probably had his eye on the White
!louse for several years now. I can tell you he has the college men’s
bloc sewed up.
(Not that Mrs. Nixon isn’t a perfectly nice woman and all
but if Nixon could just get a few more pounds on Pat I think it could
be a closer race.)
We definitely do not want a man married to a woman with, for
Instance, thick ankles. I would wager Mr. and Mrs. Khrushchev
had quite a little set-to after their visit here:
MR. K: Dear, didn’t I warn you about your legs? Now listen
Sienderolga isn’t expensive and it’ll help foreign relations ever so
much.
You’re a fine one to talk, you are!
MRS. K:

Ha!

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Dri.,ein Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Petah G Caldwell, Menage,

to

c.Tpriass
FIRE

PROOF

TELEVISION
cr3F,LE

ONE OTHER thing I think we should consider in voting this
year are the candidates’ religions. A man’s religion, like a man’s inlead a
come bracket and wife, plays a vital role in his ability
nation, balance the budget, keep us out of war and maintain parity.
(A tip: Best not vote for a man who Is not of your religion. Suppose he should turn dictator? Why you could be suppressed or even
exiled.)
It appears that all the cardidates have long medical histories,
which might be placed on the ballot along with illnesses they’ve had,
who treated them, and what health plan they belong to.
Then there is the final question of a public image. In other
words, what sort of a face does the candidate own? Fatherly, youthful, conceited, foxy? Will it be easily caricatured in editorial cartoons?
These are a few of the problems to be considered this November.
Now let us get back to these magazine articles. Here is one titled,
"Nixon and Kennedy: Are They Kind to Animals?"

4-9404

CONSTRur.I.Li’i
ELANOUET ROCP,
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MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
Son Jose, Californic

South first St. at Son Antonio

The San Jose Stale nien s and
women’s glee clubs will present
their second road show of the
year as an outdoor concert at
2:15 p.m. today at Saratoga high
school.
The combined groups, under
direction of Dr. Gus Lease, assistant professor of music, presented a concert at Santa Rosa
junior college and Sonoma Valley Union high school earlier this
month.
Selections for the program
will be sung by the two separate
groups as well as by the combined 17 voice ensemble. There
are 42 in the men’s club and 65
in the women’s glee club.
The men’s group was formed
again this year after a four year
absence from campus. It was
originally organized after splitting a mixed choral group.
A concert is also being prepared by the glee clubs to be
presented at the Presidio in San
Francisco next month as well as
their spring campus concert May
4 and 5.
Yvonne Tomasena appears as
special soloist with the men’s
club in two numbers. Accompanist for the groups are Don Chan
and Joan Moss with J. D. Nicholes as student director.

Ensemble To Play
Concert Sunday

GRODINS NEW RENT-A-TUX SHOP

I
Complete tun outfit including a,
WRITERS OF THE 3 BEST LETTERS 2. The services of a cnaufferdriven limousine at the
disposal of you and your date for the entire NI.
(50 words or less)
it of the Prom
an "WHY ITS FUN TO GO FORMAL" 3.2ionrsage
tor your ’date.
WILL WIN THE FOLLOWING:
4. Promnight dinner for you and date at any restate
rant you choose.
Decisions of the judges wilt be final. Contest closes May I.
EXTIta! 10 RUNNERS-UP in this contest will get first consideration for summer jobs at Grodinsl

Valley Fair, 2801 Stevens Creek Road, San Jose

A string chamber orchestra
and ensemble concert will be
presented by the Music department and the San Jose area high
school string players at 3 p.m.
Sunday in Concert hall.
Opening the program will be
a string ensemble playing "Serenade in G Major" by Mozart.
Dr. Gibson Walters, professor of
music, will play violin; Donald
Homuth, assistant professor of
music, cello, and SJS student
Bruce Stinnett will play string
be Ruth Pfaff, violin, and Rosebe Ruth faff, violin, and Rosemary Walters, viola.

chargew er
with
:SBACCZOavr:
FA
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MASQUE JAZZ TRIO

1000o Eastern

COMEDIAN DICK ROTH

Motor Oil
$1.98

The nete
484 E. SAN CARLOS
Between 9th and 104

200’ STATIONS
4th & William -6th & Keyes
10th and Taylor

PATRONIZE

OUR

ADVERTISERS

iitodente API Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS,

this party
really clicked
when pizza
was ordered
and delivered
ready -to -eat
by San Remo s

Students Win Award
Two senior art students, Gerald Pfaffl and Al Silva, recently
were named winners of a $100
award offered by the San Jose
Junior Women’s club. The award
Is given to encourage art students at San Jose State.

FOR FREE DELIVERY
CALL CY 4-4009
DELIVERY TIMES
Wed. and Thurs.
6 to 10 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.
6 to II p.m.
4:30 to 9 p.m.
Sunday

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

IRENE’S

SAN REMO’S SPECIAL . . . Cheese, Salami, Mushrooms, Sausage, Linguica, Oregano, Olive
Oil, Pepperoni, Anchovies, Chicken.

Drive -In
Laundry

CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDA
7

C/.7/-0
ur,;on 76’

Spaztanaihi

SAN REMO’S

218 WILLOW STREET

Entered es second doss ,coler Pp,;! 24
1934. at San Jose, California under the
act of March 2, 1879. Member Califor
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publish.
ed daily by Associated Students of San
JONI State, College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during collage year,
Editor, Michael R. Johnson
Make-up Editor Maryleela Rao

SAN JOSE

See This Spring Bouqur,
of Magnificent Diamonds!

It’s

BVD

...-

7he ?kw Ilia
presents
:45:

.\ folksii.ing quartet, the
Weavers, will present a concert
at the San Jose City auditorium
at 8:30 tonight. Appearing in a
concert at the auditorium at 8:30
Tuesday will be pianist Carmen
CaVallaro, "The Poet of the Piano." Cavallaro will be accompanied by guitar, bass viol and
drums.

("Through the Looking Glass." a new television column by
Gerald Nachman, appears Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday in
the San Jni,. ilercarvi

CONTEST! String Orchestra,

-,e’ .4.0=0"

Tickets on Sale

Be among the hippy women who will experience
the thrill of wearing new diamond creations in
April! This is the diamond birthstone month
and it’s the time June brides announce their
engagements... with diamond ring on finger;
Choose from Proctor’s spring garden of true
masterpieces! Groom’s rings are available, too,
matching all the designs shown. So hurry in!

ADRIENNE
$250
FOR

Brand

Knit Brevs
Sanforized Shorts
Tee Shirts
ONLY

95c

EA.

GERMAINE
1275
FOR THE SET

3 for 2.83
MAttfmr
$350
r
FOR Tr.

WHEN IT COMES TO

SOX cz

Men

who face wind and weather
choose the protection of...

5.L-, 79C

3 for 2.35s..

DIAMONDS
YOU’LL DO BEST AT

PROCTOR’S

VIRCINIA

SANDRA

$450

$375

FOR THE ;AI

FOR THE

PUY 011 CONVENIENT TERMS

atitcy
’free
AFTER SHAVE

TERMS TO

SUIT YOU

Doss)

2.99

LOTION
too.siiier

NO MONEY DOWN

Short -Sleeved
Button -Down
Shirt
(sp., o

"Next to myself
I like B.V.D. best"

.04111lb.
PRICES INCLUDE FLOIRAL TAX

Skin protection, that H. Old Spire refreshes and stimulate*, guards against die loss of vital
skin moisture. Feels great. too. Brisk, bracing. with that tangy Old Spire scent It does
Ii) attract female admirers, but what redblooded
s-t u L -r o e4
1.00
man needs protection against girls?

r
119 South First St.

91 SO. FIRST STREET

ewelets

Open Monday and Thursday Nights ’til Nine
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Social Spring Ahead for Greeks; Demos Name Existentialist Party Hails Play’s
Return
V
a
tcher
Prof.
Dances, Open Houses Planned
1’11.1,1%.

Talks

KAPPA
Sandy Robertson is running 1,1
Los Altos Cuunti club will Junior Class Queen.
scene of the Sigma Kappa ! ALPHA PHI
_ plvilge dance this evening
The Alpha Phis have schedulwill provide music for ed their spring
pledge dance
which will lake Plitee for April 30. Brookdale
Lodge
a.m.
1
to
9 a in
ant Ike scene of the eent.
representing
is
Farnan
Alumnae members %%111 hold a
in the Lambda C
cocktail dinner party honoring
tM sururity
contest
Girl
and Alpha Phi seniors
ohs Crc,cent
Tuesday.

The w
qi are planning a
Parents’ Day May 22.
Alpha Phi Barbara Day 0,1,

EUROPE
Wu I ’
pa ’
loreo ’

,

.. .,..,l plus Russ,* Scandln.
4 st,d N. Alrie. A dif ’
.et tr’In
dont want to
aun el. Aso short*, Nips.

149.’EPL;;;’,E SUMMER TOURS
PalOana
, Sag. a Box Cl

Cony

selected as a finalist In theII
Kappa Alpha Dream Girl contest.

ALPHA OMICRON PI
The women will join with the
Lambda Chi Alpha men today for

a Vs’s tiC :II
LW, li
Park
Transpartaticn will be furnished
by the men end the WOITIel will
provide the picnic dinner.
An exchange dinner with El
Tigre. a Stanford eating club, was
held Wednesday.
AOPhi contestant in the Lambda
Chi Alpha Crescent Girl contest is
Sharon COM.
CIII OMEGA
The sorority has slated its
spring pledge 11:1111.1. for April 211
at the I.a Itineonada Country
club in Saratoga.
Sunday the women %%ill hold
an open house In honor of Mrs.
’IValter (a Ida ell who assisted In
the redecoration of their new
1 lllll %N. Parents, faculty members. friends and relatives are
Invited to the event which will
be held betueen 2 p.m. and 5
The Chi O’s and the awn of
Delta Sigma Phi will
Wednesday at Alum Rock Park
for an esehange barbecue.

gather

’

FLAT TOPS

LADIES HAIRCUTS

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP
In Felice Center, 24th &

2-4251

Dr. William 11. Vatcher jr.,
Isociate professor of political science at San Jose State, Democratic nominee for C
i
I l956 awl more recently adviser to
the chairman of the Democratic
state central committee. has been
appointed to head the committee
on precinct organization for the
state central committee.
The purpose of this committee
is to formulate a plan of action
aimed at producing a Democratic
victory in 1960.
Dr. Vatcher has long been in ,eresrea in some type ol party
reorganization designed to develop
greater party responsibility in
California.
At a recent meeting of his committee in Los ’Angeles, it was decided what steps would be taket.
to organize the state party a 11 SI
what facilities were available lid’his.
These plans will be folltwed tit,
at the next meeting, which IA,
be held in a couple of

I um 1,s,

ho

classifies himself as a "Christian
existentialist", will speak Sunday
night at 6:15 at the Wesley foundation, Fifth and Santa Clara Nts.
Mr. Combs’ talk. entitled "Resurrect hat
Demythologized," will
examine the resurrection on existentialist terms.
Having been graduated from
Perkins Theological seminary in
’Texas, Mr. Combs is presently
minister at the Valley Methodist
;church in Saratoga.
Sunday night’s meeting. which
1starts at 6:15, will be followed by
a discussion period. The Rev. HenI
ey Gerner. Wesley adviser, indicated that all faculty and students

I

DHit
%
II

Los,are said that arrange.
ments ha%e been made for those
wishing to hase dinner before the
play I Mine:. is from 6 50 to 7 p.m.
Reserations tor tne party and
dinner may be made in the English
1.(dilfr2

!!

BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN (2. RESTAURANT
SPARTAN SPECIAL
7 -oz. Sleek and Eggs
6 Super Hamburgers

95c
99c

9TH and WILLIAM

KB M
a

I’ leRT

Grate the return of the San Franchtco Interplayers’ production of
Wycherley’s
"Country
WIllain
Wife," Saturday, May 7 at 14:30
!p.m.
;,rtion %.%,!1
I Cost

are invited to attend.

RENT

191.’

A tlicatet p.srty ts, San 1- uthciss Bella Union theater will cele-

Sunday

1:1:.s.t,,t,

Ala

R!)

It F. Vs

tre.F.wf,TEP

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY 8USINESS MACHINES
96 F San rarnaa,10
CS’ 7-75e1

AININIIMININNIIIIMIIIMMININIMIIIMIONUIM=E

K APPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Carol Sk a pi k
,rowned Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
at the annual Sigma Chi Sweetheart dance held April 2 at the
Flamingo hotel in Santa Rosa.
! Pat Johnson was selected as a
Blossom Girl attendant at the
Theta Xi Blossom Girl formal held
the same evening.
K A PTA DELTA
The sorority’s annual Haunch
pa rty was held reeently at the
Fun Farm In honor of four new
pledges. The four are MaryJane
Thomas, Sharon Russell, Arlene
Stay and Marilyn

Tifot.ic WOMEN’S CENTER
Die women will hold an exehange with the men of Stanford
rniversity at the center April 29
The dress is to he informal.

1.11111j

Uncle John’s

PANCAKE HOUSE
World FCMCUS PANCAKES
1680 El Camino Real

C:i 3-8256

Tcluatei

DELTA SIGMA PIII
Delta Sig% find their dates %%ill
journey via bus tomorrow night
to the Riverside hotel in Santa
Cruz, this year’. site for their
annual Sailor’s Ball.
The rn,n sit II announce the selection of King Neptune’s Bride
and her two attendant at the
event. Awards will also he made
to the outstanding Delta Sig
tithlele and outstanding Delta
Sig of the year.

Pd.PI,’&

-

.

later. This
pa:_iage deals with

Coptier::$ 11d44’cc-d

studio

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

San Jose, Santa Clara at Market, CS’ 3.3636

Pi Kappa Alphas Larry West.
falland Dick Newgren are hand.
thefinal arrangements fir

CYpress 2-0960

-rts.

Sunnyvale Plaza, Taatte at McKinley. RE 6.1220

LAY AWAY

s .11.% Pill EPSILON
The Sir Franos Dralse hotel.
San Frane:sco, will be scene of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon annual
queen of Ilearts Boll April 30.
The queen. selected from among
eampus sorority members, will
be an llllll aced at the event.

Make your acr
special won’t last.
Cap & Gown 0.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

PI KAPPA ALPHA
The selection ,pf the fraternity’s
Fireman’s Ball Queen will highlight the Fireman’s Ball tonight
at the Aptos Beach Inn.

Sutler:1J

12 beautiful Portraits
25 Wallet Portraits
One Oil Painting ...
complete for 23.95

Paglee
neap keliatiCiall Park

&Hier

and

’

Fritzi fashionwise
summer coordinates

SIGMA. CHI
The men of Sigma Chi joined ,

the men Alpha Tau Omega recentBeachcombers Ball.
Dress for the affair, held at Los
Alamitos R a nc h o. was casual
beach attn.,
ly for their annual -joint

English Exam

A.

out issa required fir
An P%
admission to candidaey for the
M.A. degree in English is ill lie
glyen in FOnloi Saturday, April

A

Crop blouse

2.93
Full skirt

.
3.93

B Ron %tee,

23, frotn ft to 12 a.m. and from
1 to 1 p.m. ,
Students who %%esti to take it
and IMO- not notified the English department are asked to
notify Mrs. Patty Gerbilek in

blouse.

2 98
Sim

sl.trt

5,r-,

.1 I, red

3.98
C

Sleeeless,

scoop neck

blouse,

the English Office.
Hart
St

VIA BANK OF AMERICA

Till.JR;DAY

Corned Beef & Cabbage

*lank

erira
M

i’s

Nati="radidektiM
Mears

05

$

Fri.

and Sat. Night
fun Yolth the

LEE SISTERS

123 VIC TOS

CO

(7_0’

I.

FRIDAY

SPAGHETTI
all you can eat

COMMUNITY SINGING

11111111111111111111111111111M1

,
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TPAVELERS CHEQUES
money only you can spend
Play it safe this summer! Carry your travel
funds in blue and gold Bank of America
Travelers Cheques ... backed by the world’s
largest bank. Low-cost B of A Cheques are
sold by banks everywherehere and abroad.

Sonor.e...
tyre an

iRre

E,,eryone
Ad

IRISH
VILLAGE
93 Willow Street

L
)
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A TRADITION SINCI
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4SPARTAN D Ut T

Sprint Relay Records May Fall

Tracksters To Attack Mt. SAC;
3 Raiders To Enter Decathlon
It., I) t. vIATILOW
Dretinatimi- Mt. Sett Alli011iO
College Belays today and tomorrow. Possible acItiesements
- three men to guallifs for the
Ol.nnipic Trial Decathlon. two
world’. record,- in the 440 and
880 yard sprint relays, a 26-foat
broad jump and a sub nine minute 3000 meter steeplechase.
Coaches Bud Winter and Bert
Bonanno will accompany San Jose
State’s 12 competitors to the track
extravaganza located near Pomona.
Curtis Chappell was extended an
invitation to compete in the gruel.
ing decathalon along with team - ;
Open at 4 p.’.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave
CT 7.9908

,rd
.
The iti e%ent ebore is. (.0ruposed of the 11)0. 400. and 1500
meter runs along with the 110
meter high hurdles. The six
rugged field en ent, that complete the program ure the high
Jump. broad jump, shot put.
discus, javelin, and hop -stepJump.
Winter e.,rnmente(I that ii. other school will send three entrant,
into the decathlon. Top-flight
competition will come in 1956
Olympic Games winner P.afer
Johnson and top 1960 threat Dave
Edstrom from Oregon.
The great Spartan sprint quartet composed of Bullet Bob Poynter. Bob Brooks. Willie Williams
and Jim Flemons aOl face their
stiffest competition of the year in
both sprint relays. Anchor man
Ray Norton will pace the Santa
Clara Youth Vince in both re-

ALCO-PARAMOUNT
159.95
HI -Fl COMPONENT SYSTEM
(FM and Phono System)
Open Monday and Thursday til 9:00 p.m.
CY 7-7111

79 S. THIRD

Sn iii also
recurd holder Nurlo
hook spikes its the 100 meter dash.
Mac Burton reeled off is 25
foot 10 Inch broad Jump in a
oorkuut Wednesday. Greg Bell.
1956 Olympic %%Inner in the
bruadjump. gave Burton some
tips in the Euter Relays and
the new secret is paying off for
the Spartan sophomore.
Charlie CLirk will be gunning
!(or a nen% NCAA record as noel)
las an Olympic qualifying mark in
j the 3000 meter steeplechase. Jim
;Beatty and Bill Dellinger, two o:
Ithe finest distance runners in the
icountry will give the gutty Clark
all he can handle.
; In the best outdoor high jump
’ field of the season, Vance Barnes
; and Erroll Williams will be out
to top the 7 foot barrier. Another
Olympic gold medal winner Charlie Dumas will be the favorite in
the event.
Light-footed Barnes has leaped
0 foot 10 inches and Williams has
soared 6 foot nine and one half
inches.
In his first "big-time" meet,
IA Burke will spin the ham Burke has hit over 160
feet In practice which labels
him as one of the top ten In
the nation.
Dm Bowden and Ron Delaney
,A ill make their first appearance
,f the year in the star-studded
1500 meter sun. Lazslo Tabori.
Dellinger and Beatty may force
a world record in the event.
Will the combined talents of
Parry O’Brien. Dallas Long, Dave
Davis and Jay Sylvester heave the
shot put over the 66 foot mark"
With Bill Nieder’s 65 foot
inches as the farthest toss of the
year. the fearsome foursome wilt
’certainly have something to sh4u
for,

Fraleigh Nine
Battles Cubs
California’s frosh ba-,.,Nallers journey to San Jose
rnotTow to meet Warren Fr;ileigh’s yearlings on the Municipal
Stadium diamond at 10 a.m.
The Spartans battled nine
less innings to a 5-5 tie with Foothill college Tuesday before dark- I
ness settled in to halt the con-1
test.
San Jose failed to capitalize on I
10 hits. 10 walks, a hit batter and .
a pair of Foothill errors, leaning I
13 men stranded on the basepaths.:
Losing 5-3 after seven, Bill Daw, son doubled and FA Bauer clubbed
a -two-run homer over the leftIcenterfield fence to knot the count.

Spartan-UC (lash Tonight
*

*

*

Emmett Lee, rf or AI Portent,’
hesney, 3b; Bill intierbitten,
By NICK PETERS
If: Larry Bachiu, lb. and la
sr; John JurIvivh, if or rf: Angie
A battle of top-rated North
ern California college baseball j Scornalenchl, e; Toni Hike, lb; 1 Pusateri, cf.
aggregations is on tap tonight !
in Municipal St-olitim at 7 when
Avg. 4
olfmatt’s highly -touted
.455 California Bears 121-71 take ori
.385 IF:t1 Sohczak’s Spartans (23-121.
Direct them to ...
.370
To add spice to this "dream
.351 mixture of baseball talent, C
.321 will throw ace Ted Settle 17-1
... where they wi’l enHy
.287 and 1.06 k:RA against the locais
.286 top lefty Dick Holden 16-11.
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
.223
If needed. the Spartans’ star
46 New Deluxe Sound -Proof Units with Heated Pc,’
.221
righthander Gene Tagilaferri
Special rates to Students and their Guests.
.177
of
the
barn
17-11 will be let out
TV and Telephones in all rooms.
to mateh wits with C.C. batsIndividually controlled Heating and Air Condition’n,3
ARE,nem
and could start If the port 1.75
skier is a late "scratch."
9.24
SOUTH SECOND
Aside from powerhouse 1JSC and
229
3.67 surprisingly pesky San Francisco
AT REED
2.56 State, not many teams in the
Cfpress 4-2995
state can claim the enviable 1960
marks of the San Jose and Berkeley college nines.
In their only previous meeting ..1.1.18.1.1)_..17,91.(P,9(1.ntrits9Ira.191 /pArp, In_epern.gtplUt).91.1.9.1.
ne Bears, behind Settle. dumped
ne Spartans, 4-1, its the locals’ C.’
itial start of the season at Be,’ - ;‘":
,’ley.
America’s Most Be
Although in a good position to
-tip the WCAC flag, the Spartans
oats gain more prestige in the eyes
except Sunday
lot the western -regional NCAA se- 41
lection committee by winning this
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
"big game" than by winning the 4
America s greatest’ Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
conference crown.
(Appears Mon.. Thurs.)
om
Cal’s probable line-up: T
Billie Gallagher
Die Rhinelander
McGarrey. ef; Mike White, Sti:
on the piano
Band
Noel Barnes. lb (.360 on the
Tees -Wed,
Fri -Sat.
Cei
season and leading the (’IBA
olth .4691; Bob Mlillnlch. If;
Mike
Dennis Brewick, 3b;
Fla
Noakes, rf: Terry Johnson, ?b.
CY 7-2002
51 SO MARKET ST.
and Bob Milano, c.
7Ift
T
s")T
For the Spartans: Doug Me-

SJS Statistics
11.%7T1S.ii
(36 or moire Al Bats)
II
Ii AB
Player
25
L. Williams
211
5:1
15
17
39
Tognolial
27
73
28
Hike
40
34 114
McChesney
31
32 106
Scornaienehl
29
31 101
Inderbitzen
SO
33 105
Bachiu
25
35 lit
Pusateri
15
68
25
Lee
36 1182 398
TOTALS
PITCHING
WI..
II’
G
Pitcher
67
10
Tagliaferri
6-1
72.3
II
Holden
78 7
II
Holmquist
6-4
88.3
L. Williams 12
TOTALS 36 306.3 23-12

Bear Hunter

Weekend Guests?

MOTEL CITY CENTER

Old World

Authentic Bavarian Food
llusic Every Night

qapden City

ACE SOUTHPAWDick Holden puts his 6-1 record and 2.24
ERA on the line against California tonight.

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor 0:1
All brands 313c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

SAHARA OIL CO
2ND end WILLIAM

Rebuilt by factory expert s. Topmost quality.
ALL CARS

9.95

Brake Shoes
PER
3.90
4,0
Best quality. heavy
duty, dual friction.
Have power for a
real fast stop,

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guaranteed factory rebuilt by
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on
many makes of cars. Pressure tested
GC up, excls.
and we guarentee.
e7e
We also
hays them for Cadillac’
Chryslers. Hudson’ and
Nash cars. Savings of
$5 to $15.

experts.
"DOUBLE ACTION
Reg. 8.95now

4.79

such.
SINGLE ACTION
j reg. 3.95now

1.98seeh.

Have a real cigarette-have a

REBUILT

Regulators b7--rry . 411
Rebuilt ty
men and who, Jar- 1,-2’
"fee d.

98

Master Cylinders
Top quality rebuilt by experts. Compl
ready to be installed

11015
wi4uTo SUPPLY
p.m. on Thurs.

CAMEL

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802
Progress of Women ftt.m ard men)
Dr. Allure
Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:
barely existent. Magnetism of men who use ’Vaseline flair Tonic studied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive
by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol tonics and sticky hair
creams (rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled
women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed
harmless because ’Vaseline’ Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect.
Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body
K. if student head kept date-worthy %iith Vaseline’ flair Tonic.
Materials: one 4 0:.

of

Hair Tonic

In the bottle and on your hair
the difference is clearly there!
Ir*A011iNIInk OF CNRISEBROUGN nOPIO 111, iNC

7 VP.KISH & DO,NtE.c77C
BLEND
CIOARETTEs

BC

lioldrau

THESE PRiCES ONLY WITH ASB CARD
GENERATORS

JI

Bay

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

291

Golfers Tackle Indians
At Country Club Today
ViiIt McPherson’s Spartan golf- Indians In an attempt to make it
ers take an 8-3 record to the San 9-3.
Jose Country Club this afternoon
Ron Ginn, who has been the
where they tangle with Stanforft guiding light for the local divot-.on, will he counted on to set
’ . pace against the Rednien.
;inn had the best round in the
"n-day Santa Cruz tourney;
.ibbing a three-under -par 68 in
.listy wind. Only one other subround was fired in more than
GROUP
) rounds of golf.
INSTRUCTIONS
:mn’s brother, Bob, will also
action against Stanford today,
5 l -hr. lessons
will Jim Sullivan, Harvey Kohs,
$7.50 per person
[ ,,nnis Palmer and Gene Miranda.
Min. 6 persons per group
The locals topped the Indians
the tourney and also edged
HOU P S
Fresno state, who have handed
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
SJS two of its three links losses.
9 to 6 Sat., Sun.
McPherson, however, cautioned
that "Stanford has all good clubJust East of N. First St. and
hers and they’ll be real tough on
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
their own course at Palo Alto
next week, so we’ll have to get
CYpress 5-9542
the edge on them today."

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

BODY SHOP

171 S. MARKET

CUSTOMIZING
PAINTING

CY 7-1464

BODY WORK TO MEET
YOUR SATISFACTION

(Frank A Dave)

CROWN AUTO SPECIALISTS
is announcing the opening of the new

S!GNAL SERVICE STATION

LUB. $1.25

298 N. 4th

OIL .25

GIFTS WITH 10-GAL PURCHASE

Fast

Service

CY 4-3230

"See Connie"

College Bowl
"ORIGINAL PIZZA"
SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI
LASAGNA
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
HORNS

OPEN 3 p.m. - 3 a.m.
CLOSED MONDAY
ORDERS TO GOCY 7-9961
354 E. Santa Clara and Eighth Streets

ESTERBROOK picking
up new users every day
BEARS or PEOPLE-Esterbrook has a pen point to
suit every writing personality! They range all the
way frois one fine enough to write the Gettysburg
address on the head of an instructor to one broad
enough to write on the side of a barn.
The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen starts writing instantlythe minute it touches the paper.
Feels so ’right’ in the hand... and looks good, tool
Choice of aix colors.
Durable? This pen is so durable that it’ll last
long enough to hand down to your children ... if
your idea of fun.

Sdiatook
"LSE IN

OL4181110
tpTHE
FOUNTAIN PEN

0n,3

*2.915
01Not Eslerbrent
pens Nnuy Pew

POINT CHOICE OP 32 -ONE IC CUSTOM -PITTED CON VO,/,

.10th 9hhitty
By

Top collegiate West Coast ’olleyball teams are entered in the
Far-Western Collegiate and Open
Volleyball Tournament at Alameda Naval Air Station today and
tomorrow.
Both the San Jose Blue a nd
White teams are seeded In the
open division on the basis of strong
showings s several northern California tournaments this season.
Teams entered in the college
- -

K 1111

Scorebook in hand, hot dog
in mouth. and
tard on shirt
we walked op gm. of Candle.
stick Park’s massive concrete
ramps on the way to our first
glimpse of the muchdalked
about new .12,000 capacity Giant
stadium.
As we pushed open one of the
orange steel doors which provides
entrance to the spacious baseball
arena we saw, unveiled before us,
one of the most awe-inspiring
spectacles we have even witnessed.
Being a native San Franciscan
we had never viewed a ball game
In anything larger than the 23,000.
neat Seals Stadium, so Candlestick really hit us as being an
enormous construction of rare
beauty.
It. symmetrical playing dimin particular, are tery
Impressive and constitute a development we would like to see
In all big league diamonds.
The multi -colored scoreboard
bordering right field, the first of
its kind in the majors, is another
eye-opening sight, particularly at
night when its thousands of lights
sparkle radiantly like stars on a
summer night.
For our money we would rather
sit in the upper deck, where a
good over-all picture of the playing field is obtained from any seat.
The lower stand. for the most
part, is not as good, as the reserved seats are mostly in the
shade, visibility is poor behind the
screen at home plate, and there
are several seats where poles obstruct one’s view.
Of course, if one can afford the
83.50 boxes, sun is plentiful and
visibility is excellent in either
*
stand.
IT IS INDEED a pity when one
hicks up the metropolitan dailies.
looks at the sports pages. and
finds some article criticizing
Candlestick Park’s wind currents.
What’s even more surprising
Is the Net that many of these
experts" are
meteorological
San Francisco and should, by
now. realize that the city is
usually %tinily this thaw of the
year :HUI that it’s just :is windy
at the Cliff House, Golden Cate
Park. and Market st. as it is
at the new Giants stadium.
The site of the ball park isn’t
narticillarly conducive to wind. so
no matter where the structure
the "anti-baseball"
was built
breezes would be present.
Come summer there won’t
such an extensive wind problem
in S.F. and Giant fans can gleefully sit back and watch homer,
rip the ozone, but for the present
they’ll have to grin and bear it.
*
"SAD" SAM JONES. the Giants’
ace righthander and the pitcher
who is reported to have the most
"stuff" among NL hurlers will be
trying to equalize his lifetime won.
lost ledger against the Cubs today.
Getting off to a bad start in
his major league career as a
Cleveland Indian, Chicago Cub,
and St. Louis Cardinal, the
"Toothpick Man" had his greatest
year in the big time last year
with the heavy-hitting Giants leading the league in wins (21i
and posting the top ERA (2.82)
--to bring his over-all slate to
72-75.
Thus far this season Sam has
gone to the post twice, winning
both games with a three-hitter
and a one-hitter, and a win today
could make him 75-75.
If anyone ever deserved not to
have a losing record in the majors
It’s "Sad" Sam, and we hope he
evens the slate today and cons on
to win many more.

"I’ 31’1

\ 115115

11-Ballers in West Coast Tourney

Candlestick O.K.
Even with Wind

America’s Most Popular
Folk Singers
IN PERSON

’SAD’ SAMGoing for the win
which would bring his lifetime
major league won-lost record
to 75-75, Giant hurler Sam
Jones throws against the Cubs
today.

Grid Drills Begin
Monday for SJS
Coach Huh
Titchenal’s 1960
grid charges begin their spring
football drills on Monday.
According to Titchenal, "Many
of the fellows who we are counting on for next season are still
participating in other sports, so a
complete squad will not be taking
part in the drills."

Cheie SLATE

MAYFAIR
"SUDDENLY
LAST SUMMER"
KATHERINE HEPBURN
LIZ TAYLOR
plus

"THE GENE
KRUPA STORY"
Spartan Drive-In
A

"TOBY TYLER"

THE WEAVERS
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
FRI. EVE.. APRIL 22 at 6:30
Ticker: $340, 2.40, 1.80.

"The Poet of the Phone"
IN PERSON

CARMEN
CAVALLARO
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
TUES. EVE., APRIL 26 of 8.30
Ticket: $3 60, 3.00, 240, 1.10.
Ticket for both concrts on Ws ist
SJ Ciyiu Ayd. Soo Offico CY 34252
10 30.5 10 e.cept Sunday.

GAY THEATER
’NEVER SO FEW’
’FOR THE FIRST TIME

On camp,anywhere, you re
’right in Rough Rider
sport coats and
slack! New fabrics,
patterns and colors,
plus Rough Rider’s
famous natural look
and action -tailoring.
See cur selectior!

Fun and Laughter!

"WAKE
ME
WHEN
ITS
OVER"
Starring

TOWNE THEATER
"ROOM AT THE TOP"

Ernie Kovacs
and Noby McCarthy

"GRAND CANYON"

2nd tough -packed hit ...

"P:SPOKill OVERCOAT"

"THE ROOKIE"

"30"

Everyone looks . . .
at a well-dressed man!

no.k Songs Around the World

’Wreck of the Mary Deare’

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
’SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER’

division include California and Ififth respeetively in national cornSan Francisco City college, win- petit-,
ner of last year’s collegiate dp.ision.
A &M Auto Repair
Open division entries inch i,i.
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
Hollywood "Y", last year’s natiiitii
SPECIALTY
al champion; Los Angeles We.-t
Hydramatic
Powerglide
side JCC, 1959 national runner-student ratesup: Stockton and Long Bea,h
456 E. San Sekiador CY 5-4242

SLACKS
by Rough Rider

from
$1395

SPORT COATS
by Rough Ryder

from
53950

RE
’!_114CS V 0-

NOW PLAYING AT THE

FOX Theater

FOR

m

SANTA CLARA of SECOND
ragAt
GREEN STAMPS
We Give Them

SINCE 1925
38 So 3,c1
So 2,1
PARK FREE .
CITY PARKiNG TICKETS VALIDATED

Sundays, NBC-TV -Ow Pat Bonn,. (’hero Shoi,rninn

.411r-TV

rk.1

STUDENT
SPECIALS
$1.50
LUBRICATION
CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates
07
NITE PARKING
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
010
Day and Nita
Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing &orrice
Brake Service
Bakeries
Tunsups

BREHM BROS.
Bring ASS. Card

likukoit Iffinoad4h,71--

Seeks Equalizer

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

CORVAIR
rtfrIIROLET
DRIVE IT!
GET
OUR
DEAL!!!!

A pair of Corvairs recently recorded 27.03 and 26.21 miles per gallon in Ilie
2,061.4-mile Mobilgas Economy Run. That’s certified proof that Corvair skimps
on gas costs. It saves other ways, too. Corvair is the only U. S. compact car
that never needs antifreeze or costly radiator repairs. Come in and drive the
compact car that outdoes them all.

Things Corvair gives you that America’s other compact cars can’t:
Practically flat floor ... rral fintt r,n,111 for
lite man in the middle. Fold -down rear
I 7.1)1.11. ft. of extra ..I.trierr
Seat
Four-wheel independent suspension fur
ii untinttlirr, (Litter role.
Rear-engine traction ... that come. with
the engine’s weight bearing down on the
rear sheds.
You probably realize already that the mile.
age figures Corsairs recorded in the Mobil.

gain titan are Ingiter than the avrraar driver
can expect. But beeatine the earn mei es ery
kind of driving conditi,in - mimed mountain
grade.. long mann.% ntraiAtaw ay.. mime.’
en ciiv iraffic-thin.e mileage tiguren prove
Corvair’s inherent
ability to PaVe. per.
sting coots take a
none dive the dav
you take delivery of
fr ttoluomocal 1.110,4401,1,10.1
a Corvair.

See your local authorized Chevrokt dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals

International Link

Students Prefer Cost, Pace of SJS
Over California, Stanford in Survey
\liere would you prefer to go toII you had a choice in the matter - and could do it all over again college?
Some 300 students were asked
I this in a recent campus survey’
and more than half said they would
do the same thing all over again come to SJS rather than go
Stanford or (’al,

Lowest Gas Prices
in San Jose

ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 22c
All Major Oils-38t

yours’.

20% STATIONS

ar

This airplane is actually a flying
classroom. The course taught in it

is Air Navigation, under real conditions. The students are young
men who have been selected as possible future leaders of the Aerospace Team. Graduation after 32
weeks of training will win each of
the students the honored silver
wings of an Air Force Navigator
and an Officer’s Commission.
For certain young men, this
training can open the way to a
bright career of executive potential. Right now the Air Force is
scoring impressive technological
advances in the fields of navigation. guidance and tracking, electronics and radar. And here is
where its highl5 trained and experienced Navigators will beexpected
to take over command positions of
.increasing responsibility.
To qualify for Navigator training as an Aviation Cadet, you must
be between 19 and 26,! -single,
healthy and intelligent. And you
must want to build an exciting,
interesting career in the Aerospace
’Age. If you think you measure up,
we’d like to talk to you at the nearest Air Force Recruiting Office.,;
Or clip and mail this coupon.

There’s a Place for tomorrow’s
leaders on the
,Aerospace Team.

S.
Air Force
U

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
SEPT. SC1040
BOA 760g, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
i am between 19 and 26Vi, a citizen
stifle U.Sand a n.gh school graduate
Fears of college. Please
w.th
send me detailed information On the
Aviation Cadet program.
NAME
STREET
C ITY
STATE_
COUNTY

4th & William-6th & Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

Stuck for a Gift?

668 LINCOLN AVENUE
CY 2-4950
Mon. & Thur. 8am-9pm

IDA’S
TUXEDO
RENTAL

Hours 8am-7:30pm
Sat. Close 6pm
Phone CY 2-9102
Pastel Blue Coats,
Red. Gold,

.’ r =., Blue
Cioner Jacket

and Pants
includes Shirt,
Tie, Cufflinks,
Cummerbunds,
Suspenders.

P’a’d WYte

174 South Second
San Jose

Spartaguide
Arab -American Students
Co’ege iron 7 p m.
International Students organization

Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
Union Oil Products
SPECIAL

99‘ CAR WASH
With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline

We give S&H Green Stamps

FINE ARTS
CORP.

CHANNEL SPAN-Reaching planning stage, this is an artist’s
conception of proposed bridge linking England and France which
would cost $560,000,000. It would be 200 feet above the channel,
have five lane highway, two rail tracks.

Secretaries To Dine Tonight
,11.1.1i
Seel et,irkil
department alumnae and press, ,
and prospective employers will
meet at a dinner tonight at 6:30
p.m. in the cafeteria.
Speaker for the evening will he
Dr. Margaret Thal-Larsen, one of
California’s three labor analysts

Naval Air
Van To Visit

SUNDAY
Roger Williams

WHO?

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christlan Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy Cotnroun.-, a 7.30 a m
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbera E. Arnold

20e

25c line first Insertion
line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:
Call at Shield’s+ Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Kelp Wanted-Male
Le FINE ARTS pay your col.eae es.
Ponses. Scholarships. Commissions. Phone
EL 4 5525 8:30.10 cm.
Apartments For Root
24>drm. apt. for rent. Htd. swimmin-j
pocl. Cali CY 8-2375.
Firm. Apt. near college, a’-’,,’
for 4 $110 Mod. turn.
Reed San Jose.
Mod. 34m, furn. apt. $82.50. Cpl. pref.
Avail May 1st. Apply Marlowe Apts., 33
phone owner, AX 6.9380,
S srs,

One or 2 student’s inquire 495 E. Vs, .
ham Apr 4
Wanted: girl ever 21 to share apt.
LOr
nampus. CY 4.5481.
Antos for Solo

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA
Social, Religious Activity

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE WARD
Regular Sunday Meetings

Episcopal Church
fellowship

foundation
os - 2

MONDAY
Independent Men’s and Women’s
council, meeting. CH24
r.tarr R.- bent Baron.
.%
"9 Problems.
Junior class, -e.-s; S326 ’ 3’ .
.
Senior class
; Sophomore class,

Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9.25 and 11:00 a.m.
’Morning Prayer
W. B. MOITiOI:k, tie,foe
V..eocrh "isitie"s- Ass*.

Decor 2,tage regulator

Patronize
Our Advertisers

Roger Williams Fellowship
SUNDAY, MARCH 27th
Student Speaker and Supper

8:45 and 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.-Church Services

-

Job Opportunities

- Pastor

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH-Tenth and San Fernando
An American Baptist Witness

Modern (urn, apts. near school Low sum- yoew floor 14806 formal with over sk,H. 100 Wedding Invitations $12.50, Th04
I you notes hew! AL 2 9171 days. eves
mer ,. 283 E. Reed, CY 3.7103,
Suot 9 10. Worn once. CY 4.7848.

CY 4-8842

263 E. Williams

Placement Service for location and further information.

Just Arrived!
See the new PORTA-CYCLE.
... folds asily for carrying
fits into the smallest car trunk.
Great for traveling, shopping, or
sporting.

WESTMINSTER
PR ESCYTERIAN
CHURCH

Paub Cycla
Sales and Service

CY 3-9766

1435 The Alameda
The Alameda

cll.

CY 4-7447

Church Slate

Sunday Services
8:30 & 11 a.m.,
7.00 p.m.

’Take the Bus’

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

to

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

(tailored for studentsj

9:40 e.m. Perspective
Current study:

for

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

AIRLINE STEWARDESSES
UNIED AIR LINES offers its Stewardesses a rewarding, exciting
and responsible career in
the Sky.
If you are attractive
and personable, bewteen
20 and 26 years of age,
single arid between 5’2"
and 5’8" you may qualify.

VOL. 47

Pet
Boa
lor
during his
to the
la die Hu
Mr,. I
Wined a
college avei
WO
The GE’
boarding h
the GPA
was 2.16.
the 2.43 all
the 2.29 al
were also t
average an
average.
Theta Xi
GPA and
turority ci
he winners
Which Wdt‘
poor to Ea
TO
Mrs. Bee
sliming Ix
plaque mar
urnph and .1
rave $25 ft
organization
5f8Ch was
NISP.
TOP highs
Sc;,.
eznulated
liephart’s
:.hest (Wen

6:00 p.m. Knox Club

Service continues this Sunday
Church bus stops at 7th and
San Fernando, 9:15, 7th and
San Carlos, 9:20 a.m. Returns
to campus, 12:30 p.m. No
charge. Other stops as requested ICY 4.1447).

meet student
friends here ...
G. Winfield Blourd, Minister
Chrirles Tyler, Minister
to Students

Presbyterians Welcome You
SUNDAY WORSHIP:
First Presbyterian Church, 48 No. 3rd
REVEREND PHIL W. BARRETT, Pastor ,

Folks.
use Was
.,114 CPA
v.ti a 2.569
2.564
,aapp’s Trade
a 1.69
In the met
sts followed
ath a 257
IR CPA. :
intinental
’ace with a
,:eumulated
The GPAs
’dents wer
cool -dint

PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
Main meeting; Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
at The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street

Souffle
Discuss

REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus Ra’ur
%int proles
- Ruth La%

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Antonio
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San

SUNDAY SERVICES
9:30 and I Ii00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C

\s

SUNDAY
9:13 ujis. Fteminir-"Fundamenzais

,

Rev. George L. Co-’, Ca mous Pastor

fE-aperienced girls to do piton,
inoternel organizat.on near camp.s $1.25
1 per hr. eve. 630.9:00. CY 5-3927.

Ford ’55 Cone. immanulate. Phone Bill,
Counseling staff needed for summer doy
7 9981.
I camp. Los Gatos, App. Student Pia,.
1954 Ford, 2.door. organ automatic merit See,.
trans $300. CY 78084.
SALES GIRLS-Who have enough Ire,’
’56 Ford Customline V.8 2.dr. sod: R&H time so as to got about 25 hrs. a week
enamel,
wh,te
innl. Saturday: & Thurs. evenirejs Fw w. std. trans.. beau.
women’s snap. Puf,.s. be bright. c
dual eth. $675. GA 5./313.
iestic krls 56 or faller. Prefer
’57 MGA, wailer+ cond. $1525. Cell girls who will want to work full time al,
AL 2.7614.
summer. JUDDS, 56 W. Santa Curs
Jose.
1957 Harley Devidson, Model 165, Es,
$775, CY 7 7976.
Special Services
Miscellaneous for Sale
Spe,a1 studer. rates
RENT.
FOR
Drone aircraft engine, 40 ibs. 35bp 440 TV’s
Hahn Ln. Santa Cruz. GR S 0928. $8 5 Phone ES 7 2935 after 530 p.m.
Groups 7 2000 2 rn.. f.om
Nearly new stereo phono.redio. $65. Ca .1 Picnics, 1111Qs.
SJS. Senter Park for Info. CY 7.0950
PE 9 5564.

Monday April 25th for male
students seeking Summer
employment - Contact

"United Campus Christian Fellowship"

THE GREEN LAKE ADVENTURE

Pev, Frank Eder,

Will conduct group interviews at 2:30 and 4:00 on

PORTO1A DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
Aii.,t;ons & Repar ni

Services at 9.30 and 11:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
436 E. San Fernando

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:

KOED Log

losod.circuit rad’
3.,t today in SD:
Union. 315 S. N t
u -a the C
Representatives from the Oakr ’day elitaIr
12:301 r
land Naval air station will visit
:00 I:05 -Spartan sports desk.
San Jose State Wednesday to in1:05 -1:25 -Down the s...bes with How
terview male students interested and Jun
in naval aviation.
125 1:30-KOED landlne news.
A naval aviation information
van equipped with aviation displays and the latest models of
naval aircraft will be located near
the bookstore.
You, You, You and Us
The Navy has two aviation proCollege Students!
candian
aviation
officer
grams,
date program available for college
graduates and a naval aviation
cadet program available to men
Institute
with two years of college.
Religion
of
An intelligence examination will
be given on campus to those who
desire to see if they meet r..C T7 7 7 bao
quired qualifications.
THEOLOGY ON A COLLEGE LEVEL

5:47 p.m.

Share Rentals

for the California state department of employment. She will
speak on the labor market for
occupa[stenographic-secretarial
tions.
Tickets are still available and
may be purchased at $2:50 from
Mrs. Leona A. Pickle. departmental secretary, in TH 116.
Students in secretarial courses
and their guests may attend.

SATURDAY
Arnold Air society.
Be- I::

Wesley

JIFFY CAR WASH

Fifty SJS students, representing atwi one half acreF. at Obits wo
of the eleven social fraternities. I (’elite’,’ sits in San Jose.
tomorrow begindunatirsi
their time to Happy Hollow, a
kiddie playground which is being
Alcoa Subsidiary
constructed by the San Jose JunInterviewing men for part-time
ior chamber of commerce and the
and summer work. Excellent pay,
city of San Jose.
Need car. Apply window E,
The fraternity members will aid
Calif. Dept. of Employment,
construction on four consecutive
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m.,
Saturdays, with Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu and Lambda Chi Alpha
Thursday nights.
donating their services tomorrow.
Building and painting fences
and painting a maze will be the
students’ contribution.
Happy Hollow is being modeled
after the Dennis the Menace park
In Monterey. It is a non-profit
self-supporting enterprise.
The mirk is being built un seven

The Stir% ey us is conducted the
week before Easter vacation by
Journalism students under the di- I
rection of two journalism professors. Interviewees were queried on’
spirit, their opinions ot SJS. ,
...hy they came to SJS. and how
"::eh they valise extra -curricular
.,..1 ivities.
of the 300 questioned. 176 said
would choose San Jose State

MELS
PALM
BOWL

Ft day. April 27 lfcri

Fraternities Donate Time

(Th. o the last .n siaris of stc
on a random survey of 300 SJS
dents conducted by two SJS journalism professors. The questionnaire asked
for opinions on extra -curricular 40..4 ties, San Jose State College. school
spirit, reasons for entering or sttsy,ng
out of teaching, and masons for entering 5.15. -Ed.)

OCEAN ATTRACTS MANY
San Jose weather has attracted
, many out-of-towners and the near, ness of the ocean has brought
several.
But the reputation of SJS and
nearness to home was the deciding point in 221 of those ques, tinned.
(Inc student said a gr:ultiute
of the KIS I:titivation departThe Ultimate in Bowling
ment alit
tically has a good
state-ik ide reputation. Journalism. Occupational Therapy and
Aeronautics %s.-re other depart$ welcomes Co-Rev and
- u-ral groups to open
ments that have drawn students
ng Sat. and Sun. end ’every afon their reputations alone, the
=.noon
survey Indicated.
"I don’t have the ability or the
MELS PALM BOWL drive
to stay in Stanford or Cal."
1523 West San Carlos Street
answered one sophomore, "so I’ll
CY 4-2810
spend my four years at San Jose
State."
Given the choice of Stanford.
University of California and San
Jose state, 64 of the 300 said Cal.
and 54 said Stanford would be
We Have A
their preference if they were to
Wide Selection of
begin again.
SJS ’GOOD BARGAIN’
Parakeets
But almost one-third said the
Finches
low tuition in the Californias state
Buntings
college system makes SJS the best
buy for the money.
Canaries
One student who said he
Student Discount
would choose Stanford over 5.15
With ASB Card
, if he could start over. sald the
"academic atmosphere at Stanford and the top-grade faculty"
make it more worthwhile. But
the high tuition is a major consideration, many answered.
Cal is too big and too hard to
stay in, said one student. "Al’ though Cal’s prestige and the big
sports program are good, the pace
at SJS is just right. The students
are friendly. too," he added.
PET AND GARDEN SHOP

II-START 4,7 DADA’

3rd and San Antonio

mt
6:00 p.m. Tri-C Club-"Cetri.s:hirViseiri"liii%
experience.
Religion completes the college
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
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s.,red hy TA:
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First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

STS.
TENCH and SAN SALVADOR

Welcomes you to

930 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP
"The Responsible Society"

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.

Special interviews on campus Wednesday, April 27th.

Classes, Baptism of Children

’Our World Parish

Please contact your Placement Office for application and
appointment.

R.sv. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John IA, Foster, Assoc. Minister

9,30 and 11,00 a.m. -

Minister
Ed.l^ M. Sweet,
Visitation
Carl Mhgat, Minister of
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